Aperitivo & Digestivo
50ml

MARTINI ROSSO
MARTINI DRY
MARTINI BIANCO

£2.95
£2.95
£2.95

STREGA
GRAPPA

£3.25
£3.95

25ml

			 25ml
PIMMS
£2.95
CAMPARI
£2.95
AMARO TOSOLINI
£3.45

Liqueurs

25ml

SALVATORE CALABRESE LIQUORE DI LIMONE

£3.95

MALIBU
MIDORI
ARCHERS SCHNAPPS
SOUTHERN COMFORT
FRANGELICO
XANTÉ
TIA MARIA
BAILEYS (50ML)
AMARETTO DISARONNO
COINTREAU
DRAMBUIE
GLAYVA
GRAND MARNIER
SAMBUCA

£3.25
£3.25
£3.25
£3.25
£3.25
£3.95
£3.25
£3.50
£3.25
£3.25
£3.45
£3.75
£3.75
£3.45

This liqueur has a unique zesty aroma and a superb taste which comes from using only
natural ingredients. The lemons are picked at their optimum, in the first week of June,
and then slowly macerated for five weeks in a fine Cognac and there are no artificial
colourings or flavourings. The result is a fine liqueur with true lemon yellow colour

Whisky

House wines
WHITE
LA LAGUNA PINOT GRIGIO
ALTANA DI VICO IGT, SAUVIGNON, DELLE VENEZIE
VERDICCHIO DEI CASTELLI DI JESI CLASSICO DOC, LE VELE
DEZZANI ROERO ARNEIS ‘MONFRIGO’ DOCG

175ml
£4.45
£5.75
£6.45
£7.25

250ml
£6.45
£7.85
£9.25
£10.25

Bottle
£18.95
£22.95
£26.95
£29.95

RED
LA FOLLIA DOC BARBERA
BOTTER MERLOT
PRIMITIVO PUGLIA IGT BAROCCO
BOTTER CHIANTI CLASSICO DOCG, TOSCANA

£4.45
£5.75
£6.65
£6.75

£6.45
£7.85
£9.35
£9.35

£18.95
£22.95
£27.95
£27.95

£13.45

£39.95

£8.25
£8.25

£23.95
£23.95

AMARONE
CASTELFORTE AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO DOC £9.45

ROSÉ
PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ IGT ANCORA
VILLA ROSELLA, ZINFANDEL ROSÉ

£5.75
£5.85

£3.45
£3.95
£3.25
£3.95

BOURBON
WOODFORD RESERVE
JACK DANIELS
GENTLEMAN JACK
JACK DANIELS SINGLE BARREL
MAKER’S MARK
JIM BEAM
JIM BEAM DOUBLE OAK

125ml

Bottle

PROSECCO DOC COL BRIOSO SPUMANTE		
MIRABELLO SPARKLING PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ		

£5.35
£5.65

£27.95
£28.95

LAURENT PERRIER BRUT NV

£10.25

£59.95

25ml

£4.25
£3.95
£4.55
£6.15
£3.75
£3.75
£3.95

Brandy & Cognac
25ml

COURVOISIER VS
COURVOISIER VSOP
HENNESSY XO

SPUMANTE & Champagne

		

25ml

FAMOUS GROUSE
NAKED GROUSE
JAMESON
JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL

£3.95
£4.25
£15.95

Port & sherry

50ml

TIO PEPE

£2.50

HARVEY’S BRISTOL CREAM

£2.50

COCKBURNS SPECIAL RESERVE

£3.45

Malt whisky
ARRAN AMARONE CASK 50%

£6.95

From its namesake island comes the fledgling distillery, distilling for 21 years and still
independent. Uniquely matured in Amarone wine casks, giving the whisky notes of red
summer berries to complement Arran’s distinct notes of digestive biscuits and pineapple

GLENFIDDICH 12 YEAR 40%

£4.75

The Glenfiddich 12 spends most of its maturation in American oak casks and is finished
in Spanish sherry casks for the last six months. Sweet vanilla and green apple with a subtle
spiciness that stays through the gentle finish

£4.95

LAPHROAIG 10 YEAR 40%

£5.25

Arran 10 is a medium-bodied, citrussy dram that shows an elegance and deftness of touch
that belies the distillery’s youth. The palate is crisp and malty with a slight nuttiness with a
finish that is clean and fresh with a lingering creamy sweetness
From the island of Islay, renowned for its heavily peated malts. Strong medicinal notes
along with ash and charcoal, a rich and heavy finish

½ PINT

PINT

MENABREA 1846 (ABV 4.8%)
BIRRA AMARONE (ABV 4%)
EAST COAST IPA (ABV 4%)

£2.75
£2.50
£2.50

£5.45
£4.95
£4.95

BIRRA MORETTI 330ML (ABV 4.6%)
INNIS AND GUNN ORIGINAL 330ML (ABV 6.6%)
JOKER IPA 550ML (ABV 5.0%)
BECKS BLUE NON-ALCOHOLIC LAGER 275ML (ABV 0.05%)

£4.25
£4.85
£4.95
£3.25

BOTTLED CIDER

TALISKER 10 YEAR 45.8%

£5.45

GLENKINCHIE 12 YEAR 43%

£5.75

Currently the only distillery on the Isle of Skye. Picking up a distinct saltiness from the
whisky’s coastal maturation, notes of cracked black pepper and a peat smoke combine
to form a well rounded single malt
Glenkinchie is a classic lowland distillery set in an idyllic landscape of rolling barley fields.
The local Lammermuir Hills provide the water for the distillery producing the light, fruity,
dry Edinburgh malt

THISTLY CROSS - STRAWBERRY 330ML (ABV 4%)
THISTLY CROSS - ELDERFLOWER 330ML (ABV4%)

£4.95
£4.95

Soft drinks

OBAN 14 YEAR 43%

£6.95

LAGAVULIN 16 YEAR 43%

£7.25

A true all rounder from one of Scotland’s distilleries located in the west of the
highlands, orange citrus, salted caramel and just a hint of smoke to finish
The king of the Islay malts with heavy influence from the oloroso sherry casks,
brings a rich and chocolatey balance to the intense bonfire smoke
Dalmore is famed for producing luxury malts and the 18 year old is the jewel in the
crown. Soft toffee and dried fruits give way to dark chocolate and espresso finely spiced
sherry oak for a long, lingering finish

DRAFT BEER

BOTTLED BEER

ARRAN 10 40%

DALMORE 18 YEAR 43%

Beer & cider

25ml

£11.95

HIGHLAND PARK 12 YEAR

£4.75

MACALLAN GOLD

£5.25

AUCHENTOSHAN AMERICAN OAK

£4.95

Highland Park was founded in 1798 on Orkney, glowing amber in colour and flavours of
heather, honey, rich fruitcake, winter spices, Seville oranges and aromatic smoky peat
This classic Macallan style malt has the unmistakable sweetness of American oak. Light citrus
notes and boiled sweets dominate the palate before giving way to cinnamon, ginger and
toasted apples
Triple distilled and matured solely in American bourbon casks makes this a Single Malt Whisky
with the sweet aromas of vanilla and coconut along with the signature smooth, delicate,
Auchentoshan taste

BY THE GLASS

R.WHITES LEMONADE
PEPSI MAX
DIET PEPSI
APPLE/ORANGE/CRANBERRY/PINEAPPLE/POMEGRANATE/TOMATO JUICE
BY THE BOTTLE

IRN-BRU/PEPSI
PEPSI MAX/DIET PEPSI
GINGER BEER
APPLETISER
SAN PELLAGRINO LEMONATA
SAN PELLAGRINO ARANCIATA
STILL MINERAL WATER
SPARKLING MINERAL WATER

£2.25
£2.25
£2.25
£2.25
£2.95
£2.75

£2.25
£3.20
£3.20
£3.20
£2.25/ £3.95
£2.25/ £3.95

Cocktails - sparkling
ITALIAN TREDICI

£8.95

Citron vodka shaken with cherry brandy, lemon juice and finished with a generous
splash of Prosecco! Our twist on a classic French 75 cocktail; this sparkling
sensation will get your taste buds tingling!

KIR ROYALE

£9.45

Champagne laced with Crème de Cassis this needs no introduction

AMARONE CLASSIC

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE
CAORUNN
HENDRICKS
BOTANIST ISLAY
BROCKMANS
EDINBURGH GIN
ARBIKIE KIRSTY’S GIN
PICKERING’S
ROCK ROSE
TANQUERAY TEN

£9.45

Vodka

One of our house favourites, a classic Champagne cocktail with an Italian twist.
A sugar cube is soaked with Angostura bitters, dropped into a flute and drowned with
Amaretto and Vecchia Romagna and topped up with Champagne

BELLINI

£8.95

Created in 1948 by Guiseppi Cipriani at Harry’s Bar, Venice.
Choose from the classic peach Bellini, passion fruit, raspberry or strawberry

ELDERFLOWER TICKLE

£7.95

An extremely refreshing blend of Edinburgh Elderflower Gin, fresh mint leaves,

FINLANDIA
FINLANDIA MANGO
GREY GOOSE
GREY GOOSE LA POIRE
GREY GOOSE CITRON
SNOW LEOPARD
STOLICHNAYA RASPBERRY
STOLICHNAYA VANILLA
DISTILL N0.9

apple juice, lime juice and egg white make this a great palate cleanser.

£3.45
£3.75
£3.95
£3.95
£3.95
£4.25
£4.25
£4.25
£4.75
£4.95

25ml

£3.25
£3.45
£4.95
£4.95
£4.95
£4.75
£3.45
£3.45
£3.95

25ml

£7.95

An elegant mix of Grey Goose vodka, elderflower and lime juice topped up
with soda water. A superb drink to begin your meal

EDINBERRY FIZZ

25ml

rum

Topped with Muscato, this drink is as good as it gets (contains pastuerised egg whites)

GREY GOOSE LE FIZZ

GIN

£7.95

Our local Edinburgh Gin, Chambord, fresh raspberries and egg white topped

BACARDI CARTA BLANCA
BACARDI OAKHEART
BACARDI CARTA ORO
BACARDI CARTA NEGRA
BACARDI 8 YEAR OLD
BRUGAL AÑEJO

£2.95
£2.95
£3.95
£3.95
£4.95
£3.75

with Prosecco. Simply delicious (contains pastuerised egg whites)

PROSECCO GRANDE
Our local Edinburgh Gin Liqueur topped with Prosecco.
With a choice of elderflower/raspberry/rhubarb and ginger liqueur

tequila

£8.95
JOSE CUERVO GOLD
PATRÓN XO
PATRÓN SILVER

25ml

£3.50
£4.75
£5.95

GIN - Perfect Serves

Cocktails - classic

Enjoy the ‘perfect serve’ at Amarone. All our gins have been selected for their popularity and
flavour. Served in our ‘perfect serve’ large wide bowl glasses, your gin will sing as the aroma of all
the gins botanicals are trapped in the bowl for your pleasure, enhancing your drink

POMEGRANATE COSMOPOLITAN

As a ‘perfect serve’ we think only a 50ml measure will do, however, if you would prefer a 25ml
measure of your favourite gin, just let your server know. The price of our perfect serve gins include
your choice of tonic

MARTINI

BROCKMANS

£8.95

Traditional notes of gin are combined
with a refreshing inﬂuence of citrus and
aromatic wild berry. This creates an intensely
smooth gin with a beautifully crafted taste that is
sensual and daringly different
Our perfect serve for this refreshing gin is
with Fever-Tree Tonic Water and fresh
strawberry to compliment the citrus tones
of the gin

BOTANIST ISLAY GIN

A fabulous Scottish gin from Islay
incorporating 31 foraged botanicals, 22
native to the island including wild Islay
juniper berries distilled to perfection by
the same distillery behind Bruichladdich
Single Malt

£8.95

We reckon it cannot be beaten when mixed
with Fever-Tree Tonic Water, a piece of lime
and a sprig of fresh mint

CAORUNN

£8.95

Caorunn (pronounced ‘ka-roon’) is a
small batch gin, distilled on Speyside.
A clean, crisp, aromatic gin with a pronounced
fruitiness and slight heather honey sweetness

We serve this gin with Fever-Tree Tonic Water
and a slice of apple to bring out the subtle
crispness of this sweet and fruity gin

HENDRICKS

£8.95

Established in 1860, this is probably
Scotland’s best known gin, distilled in South
Ayrshire and is known for its delicious light and
flowery flavour
The perfect Hendricks is served with
Elderflower Tonic and sliced cucumber for
a light and refreshing experience

Distill No.9 is hit with Cointreau and lime juice finished with a touch of pomegranate
to create a sharp refreshing twist on this classic

£7.95

The most famous cocktail in the world. Choose your garnish - lemon twist or olive.
Let your server know if you would like it shaken or stirred

CLASSIC MARTINI
PREMIUM MARTINI

Choose from Finlandia vodka or Bombay Sapphire gin
For that premium experience when only the best will do
Choose Grey Goose vodka or Tanqueray 10 gin

£7.95
£8.95

FRENCH MARTINI

£7.95

This multi-award winning gin is
handcrafted at the Summerhall Distillery,
the first exclusive gin distillery to be established
in Edinburgh in over 150 years. With 9 distinct
botanicals including; coriander, cardamon and
cloves

DAIQUIRI

£7.95

MOJITO

£7.95

This spectacularly smooth and flavoursome
gin is complemented with Fever-Tree Tonic Water
and a slice of grapefruit for a long, refreshing
finish

SOURS

£6.95

ROCK ROSE

AULD FASHIONED

£8.95

PICKERING’S

From the most northerly mainland
county in Scotland, Rock Rose gin is
produced in Caithness in a traditional
copper pot still, named Elizabeth. With
several botanicals including sea
buckthorn, blueberries and coriander

£9.35

£9.95

We find that lightly toasted rosemary and
Fever-Tree Light Tonic really make this gin sing

FEVER- TREE RANGE, SELECT FROM:
TONIC WATER, LIGHT TONIC, ELDERFLOWER TONIC, SICILIAN LEMONADE
GINGER BEER, GINGER ALE, BITTER LEMON

Stolichnaya, Chambord, fresh raspberries and pineapple juice. We think this favourite
is too easy to drink
Choose from: strawberry/raspberry/passion fruit/classic/chilli and coconut
Our variations on the Cuban king of cocktails, choose from:
classic/raspberry/strawberry/apple and passion fruit
The ‘Sours’ is one of the greatest cocktails on the planet.
Choose from: Frangelico/ Amaretto/ Midori (contains pastuerised egg whites)
Instead of Bourbon we use the sweetness of Arran 10 year old malt for a Scottish
take on this classic cocktail. A relative newcomer in distillery terms, these guys
really do things right!
Now pander to your sweet tooth, choose from:
CHOCOLATE & CHERRY, CHOCOLATE & ORANGE OR SUGAR & BITTERS

THE TWIN & TRI-CITY NEGRONI

The twin city Negroni celebrates our fair city and our twin, Florence, the birth place of
the Negroni. The traditional mix of Punt E Mes and Campari is complimented by the addition
of or local Pickering’s gin
Our sister-city, Glasgow, is represented in the Tri-City Negroni by replacing the sweet
vermouth with that most famous of ‘tonic wines’, Buckfast. A great way to try this famous
tonic and if it wasn’t surprisingly good, it wouldn’t be on our menu!

£8.95

Cocktails - italian twist

DESSERT COCKTAILS

INVERNO DAQUIRI

£7.95

AFTER EIGHT

£7.95

APPLETINI

£7.95

ESPRESSO MARTINI

£7.95

LYNCHBURG LEMONATA

£7.95

CHOCOTINI

£8.95

IL MULO

£7.45

TIRAMISU MARTINI

£7.95

BLOODY AMARONE

£7.65

CHOCOLATE ORANGE

£8.95

ARBIKIE-BERRY

£7.95

Spiced Bacardi Oakheart is shaken with pineapple and lime juice with a hint of cinnamon.
A new twist on the modern Daquiri
Italian inspired Appletini combines Amaretto and apple schnapps with lime
and cranberry juice to create a surprisingly good sipper! (contains pastuerised egg whites)
Limoncello tarts up Gentleman Jack whiskey, creating this Italian twist on
a classic lemonade
The classic vodka based cocktail stands up well to other ingredients, our
blueberry mule is made with Distill No.9 and is long and refreshing
The original cannot be beaten here, Finlandia vodka, celery salt and fresh cherry
tomatoes, we just finish it with the best Italian red wine
A delicious aperitif, fresh blueberries and torn basil are muddled with Arbikie gin and lime juice

SPRITZ

HUGO SPRITZ

£7.95

PIMM’S

It doesn’t need to be summer to enjoy Pimm’s. Our version is a hit with
pomegranate juice and topped up with Prosecco

FRUIT PUNCH

This fruit punch will have you coming back for more! Brandy, peach
and apple schnapps topped up with Prosecco

This boozy little concoction is the perfect chocolate indulgence, Dewars 12 whisky
is stirred down with Frangelico and Crème de Cocoa liqueur
The old classic Italian dessert turned drink. An intoxicating mix of Kahlua, Tuaca,
Amaretto Gozio, Baileys and cream are shaken together to create the flavours
of the famous dessert
Combine Grand Marnier, Mozart Chocolate Liqueur, Tuaca and Cointreau to make the
perfect chocolate-orange treat. Not to be shared

MOCKTAILS

Cuban classic minus the rum.
Choose from: classic/raspberry/strawberry/apple and passion fruit

£7.95

The new kid on the block, St. Germain Elderflower Liqueur, mint and
Prosecco topped up with soda, delicious!

A modern classic and a delicious pick me up. Patrón XO Cafe and vanilla vodka are
shaken with a healthy measure of espresso. Simple and scrumptious!

VIRGIN MOJITO

APEROL SPRITZ

Aperol charged with Prosecco and soda to create this classic Italian aperitif

Crème de Menthe and Crème de Cocoa liqueur are combined to create a twist on
everybody’s favourite late night indulgence

£8.95

BLOODY SHAME

£4.25

BAMBINI BELLINI

£4.25

NOSMO

£4.25

DAIQUIRILESS

£4.25

ICED TEA

£3.95

What’s not a shame is just how tasty this virgin drink really is!
Cranberry juice with lemonade.
Choose from peach/strawberry/raspberry/passion fruit purée
Alcohol free version of the classic Cosmopolitan
Strawberry Daiquiri less the rum!

£7.95

£4.25

Choose from classic, peach, passion fruit or raspberry

